Welcome to the 2018 Ipswich Model Railway Exhibition
On behalf of the members of Ipswich Railway Modellers Association, I would like to extend a very
warm welcome to everyone today. We hope you will find plenty to enjoy, whatever stage you're at
or whatever your particular interest, in this enduring and rewarding hobby.
There are exhibits in all of the popular gauges although apologies are due to those who's interest
is '0' gauge/7mm scale, as we have just one exhibit! The balance will be redressed next year!
Apologies are also due for people in wheelchairs. Although the majority of the exhibition is level
and easy access, the stages in the two main halls are obviously not. If limited mobility is possible,
assistance to access the stages will be provided on request.
Following feedback from previous events, we have taken onboard comments and suggestions and
have found a new venue here at Rushmere Hall Primary School. We hope you find the increased
space for the exhibition and improved catering facilities, provide an enjoyable and rewarding
experience.
If you have small children with you, please ask for the loan of a 'step-up' at the main entrance to
help them see and enjoy more of the layouts. Please also, could I respectfully request that you
prevent your children from touching or reaching across the layouts and exhibits. There will
always be very delicate and fragile components and structures that can easily be damaged.
We have included again this year, our 'hands-on' layout, 'Grafton Viaduct' for the younger
generation (and the 'not so young'!) to have a go at operating a model. You can find it in Hall B
Also included this year and brought to us by the Ipswich Model Engineers Society are Free Train
Rides on their track outside. Further information is available later in this guide and at the
entrance/IRMA desk
If you have been following the Channel 5 television series 'The Great Model Railway Challenge'
and have come along today to find out more about this fascinating, challenging and stimulating
pastime, I'm sure you won't be disappointed. Without exception, all of the layouts will have taken
many more than 24 hours in total to achieve their current state! Indeed, most of them will have
evolved over a number of years!
Please spend some time appreciating the attention to detail, the range of skills involved and
dedication required to create these miniature masterpieces. Feel free to talk to the exhibitors too.
Please be patient if a delicate and tricky manoeuvre is in progress (probably involving a cup of
tea!!). If you want to take photos or videos of any of the layouts please ask the owner/exhibitor for
permission first.
Apart from the layouts, there is a wide selection of trade stands to visit, stocking just about
everything you might need if you are building your own layout, as well as a good selection of new
(and used) ready to use/run models, plus kits and accessories in all of the popular gauges. Tools,
books, videos and other railway and modelling merchandise are also on sale and there are
'exhibition only' special offers to tempt you! There are also clubs and societies with a railway
theme providing a variety of useful resources to help you develop your interest in railway
matters, both model and full size!

Take a few minutes out to visit our refreshment facility in Hall B (the middle hall). There will be
hot and cold snacks, cakes, tea, coffee and soft drinks and confectionary available, all at very
reasonable prices. May I request that you do not take food and drink into the exhibition areas
please. Tables and seating are provided.
Toilet facilities are clearly signposted and located adjacent to the main exhibition halls.
Finally and very importantly, please indulge yourselves in our Tombola! The stand will be in the
refreshment area where you can purchase tickets from Geoff and stand a chance of winning
something from the extensive range of prizes on offer!
Peter Williamson
Exhibition Manager

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this guide are accurate, this
hobby is essentially an amateur activity and we rely on the goodwill of a considerable number of
people to help stage this exhibition. Consequently, Ipswich Railway Modellers Association cannot
be held responsible for any error or omission nor for the failure of any exhibitor or trader to
appear.

Free Train Rides
Ipswich Model Engineers Society bring you Train Rides on their track outside.
Weather permitting, there will be a live steam locomotive providing the pulling power. If the
weather is wet, alternative 'tractive effort' will be available. There could be a surprise
appearance of a 'celebrity' engine on the day.
Rides on the trains are free but there will be an opportunity to make a donation (as a gesture of
thanks) in support of a local charity.
Follow the signs or ask at the entrance or IRMA desk.

Please note that smoking/vaping is not permitted anywhere
on the school premises

The Ipswich Railway Modellers are members of the Chiltern Model Railway Association

Ipswich Railway Modellers Association 2019 Diary Dates
12th January

-

Club Open Day (free Entry from 10am – 1pm)

7th April

-

Club Open Day (free Entry from 10am – 1pm)

22nd June

-

Ipswich Transport & Model Festival

28th September

-

Club Open Day (free Entry from 10am – 1pm)

9th November

-

Ipswich Annual Model Railway Exhibition

Exhibitor Information & Description

1.

IRMA
The Ipswich Railway Modellers Association. Learn more about the club, our history,
when we get together and read details of how you could join the club for far less than the
cost that new loco you might be tempted into buying today! 😊

2.

The Great Eastern Railway Society.
For those interested in the railways of East Anglia from the 1830's to the present day.
The Society has a large collection held in the Essex Records Office and members receive a
quarterly Journal covering all aspects of the railway.

3.

Railway Correspondence & Travel Society
Founded in Cheltenham in 1928 to bring together those interested in rail transport and
locomotives. Since 1929 the Society has published a regular journal The Railway
Observer which records the current railway scene. It also has regional branches which
organise meetings and trips to places of interest and a members’ library.

4.

H & A Models
We are a husband and wife team who set up an internet and mail order Company. Our
aim is to supply a good range of coach and wagon kits to the railway modeller at
competitive prices. Based in Higham Ferrers, Northamptonshire we currently stock
Parkside Models, Dundas Models, Ratio, Slaters, Genesis, Rodney Stenning, Cambrian,
Dapol (Kitmaster), Ian Kirk, Peco and a host of accessories.
We also stock a range of Precision Paints, Model Master and Old Time Workshop decals
for the kits as well as Alan Gibson & Romford Wheels and a selection of couplings &
buffers. If there is coach or wagon kit you are interested in and is not shown, please let
us know. If we can supply, we will provide you with availability and price.

5.

The Scole Railway
The layout represents the goods only terminus at Scole. However, the landowner’s
cooperative warehouse accessible by rail at the end of the small goods yard and built in
1915, still generates much freight traffic and so the line remains to serve this facility and
the local community for goods and coal traffic.
The Scole Railway still owns a steam and diesel locomotive.
This layout is a micro shunting puzzle layout built to a scale of 7mm/ft and shows what
can be achieved in this scale in a very small space. The whole board measures 48 inches
by 15 inches and is an ideal layout for a newcomer to the hobby or for someone trying out
a different scale without spending too much money. Shunting is carried out randomly or
by using a wagon cards and dice system.

6.

Ashurst Brickworks (Narrow Gauge 009)
Ashurst is an imaginary village nestled alongside a narrow estuary on the Sussex coast.
The availability of good quality brick making clays in the local area stimulated the
building of a narrow gauge light railway to transport the handmade bricks to the
awaiting coastal ships. Shortly after its opening the railway management decided to open
the line to passengers to serve nearby isolated communities. Time has moved on and we
now view the railway as it is in the 1950’s. Trains continue to run in their time honoured
way, but for how much longer before it succumbs to the lorry and a possible future in
preservation?

7.

Make Your Mark Models
I have nearly 20 years experience working in the professional model making industry,
producing high quality scale models for a variety of clients. I have drawn on this
experience, and my own particular interest in model railways, to produce a range of OO
Gauge Resin Kits and Wagon Loads.

8.

Wattisham & Combs (N Gauge)
A fictional layout inspired by East Anglia where I grew up with a strong emphasis on
agricultural traffic; the two predominant businesses at Wattisham being the Sugar Beet
Factory and Flour Mill. A variety of train formations and locos from BR Blue days can be
seen with others from before and after the period as well.
The layout featured in Railway Modeller Magazine earlier this year and IRMA would like
to thank them for permitting the use of their images in our pre-event publicity.

9.

Model Scenery Supplies
An online shop supplying hundreds of items you need to build realistic terrains and
landscapes including baseboards. Specialising in interesting and unusual N and OO
scenic detail. Visit www.modelscenerysupplies.co.uk

10.

Stratford Road (OO Gauge)
Set in the East End of London in the period 1955 to 1968. (Era 5) A secondary line having
a local passenger and freight service, but which on occasion also accommodates diverted
main line traffic. The track is Scaleway, the points are hand made using C&L
components operated using Fulgarex motors. Electrical control is via a power and
switchbox. This has been adapted to allow the use of NCE controllers operating on DCC.
Both steam and early diesel motive power is typical of the area. Stock is a mixture of
ready to run and kit built, a great number being much modified Airfix wagons. Very little
escapes detailing or modification of some kind. Buildings are scratch built or from the
Scale Scenes range and are typical of the Stratford area.

11.

Wookery Nook Scenics
Mike and Susie are retiring this month and this is their last show, so there will be a large
selection of trees at bargain prices to clear.

12.

Coastal DCC
Run by Railway Modellers for Railway Modellers. Coastal DCC was born out of exhibiting
and demonstrating DCC, over the last four/five years and offering advice to people on the
benefits of DCC and associated products. Feedback that we have had from these events
has shown that people have gone out and purchased equipment based upon our
recommendations.
We are here to help and assist modellers primarily in the East Anglia Area with running
DCC on their layout, whether you wish to try it out for the first time or have already been
using DCC for a number of years.

13.

Orwell Model Railways
Based at the Ipswich Model Railway Centre on Tomline Road in Ipswich.
Supplier of British outline models in all scales, scenery, kits, controllers and painting
materials.
See their ad inside the programme cover for more details and show offers.

14.

Long Melford (OO Gauge)
It’s all my Uncle Eric’s fault. He was my Dad’s younger brother, and signalman at Long
Melford on The Stour Valley Line in the late ’50’s- early 60’s. I spent many happy hours
in the signal box when I was young. So, after many years of thinking about it, I am now
modelling the station as I remember it. There is a fully interlocked (45 lever) working
signal box on the front of the layout, where the prototype was, with a signalman
controlling all movement, and working semaphore and ground signals. You’ll also see a
large replica of the signal box diagram, situated over the back scene, so that signalling
operations can be observed by the public. The timetable is based on real working
timetables from the period and gives an idea of a typical day at Long Melford.
Trains run from Sudbury at one end, through to either Cambridge or Bury St Edmunds
at the other, via the junction which is operational on the layout. Shunting also takes
place in the goods yard. Two fiddle yards are used, with a looped system at the Sudbury
end, and another looped system at the junction end. The layout is DCC controlled with
slow motion motors controlling the points, and the semaphore signals all have built in
bounce! All the pointwork is hand built, and buildings are a mixture of kit and scratch
built.

15.

Tombola Stand
Buy a ticket and you could grab a bargain!

16.

Bob Pearman Books
The specialist for music and transportation. Thousands of books currently in stock, videos
and magazines too! We are pleased to offer a huge selection of tram books, bus books,
railway books, railway videos, transportation books, electrical books and general books.

17.

Sutherland
The Felixstowe N gauge group present Sutherland, a fictitious location to the South-West
of Kansas City. The line is owned by the Union Pacific, but the Santa Fe has running
powers. The main line is crossed by a branch of the Rock Island, which connects to an
industrial area, featuring switching operations. The layout is usually operated as
summer 1956, but alternative dates are possible by changing rail and road vehicles and
other items.
The main line is designed to operate the maximum possible length of trains within the
limits of the layout, and these are of prototypical length. For example the Santa Fe “El
Capitan” is represented by 12 cars, hauled by 4 “F Unit” diesel locos, while the Union
Pacific “City of St Louis” is represented by 11 cars hauled by 3 “E Units”. Freight trains
are of equivalent length, some of those of the UP being hauled by large steam
locomotives, including the 4-8-4 FEF-3 and the famous 4-8-8-4 “Big Boy”.

18.

Grafton Viaduct
Set in the modern steam or diesel era, Grafton Viaduct is an 'OO' gauge layout designed
for simple ‘hands on’ operation for visiting children to our exhibitions. With a simplistic
design it can be operated by one person. The layout has motorised point control and
section breaks for those a little more ambitious, or can simply be used as a double ‘race
track’ for youngsters!

The layout was conceived to inspire the junior and senior members who have been
involved in various aspects of the layout.

19.

Great Eastern Transport Films:
Transport DVD's, Trains, Trams and Buses currently from the UK, Germany and
Switzerland

20.

Mid-Suffolk Light Railway
Affectionately known as the ‘Middy’, is one of the few current railways to recreate
successfully a Light Railway of the Edwardian era. Travel is by Victorian four-wheel
coaches and the station buildings at Brockford are all restored buildings of the original
railway, which ran for nearly 50 years, closing in 1952. The railway now is also an award
winning museum with all the modern facilities for the visitor that you would expect.
Details of operating and opening days can be found on the railway website at
www.mslr.org.uk.

21.

Justin Case:
A large selection of storage/carrying cases in a variety of sizes and colours.

22.

Ipswich South Bank
A modern image N gauge layout depicting a fictitious area of Ipswich Docks, rail served,
together with an elevated shuttle passenger service.
There is Taylor’s Brewery (the home of Irma Fine Ales!) to the right-hand side, which still
receives its grain by rail, together with fuel by rail tanker. Network Rail have based a
Civil Engineer’s Depot on the left-hand side, with a small locomotive refuelling and
washing area behind it.
The layout was built originally by our junior members but has been added to over the last
few years by older members. South Bank is available to travel to exhibitions around East
Anglia.

23.

Great Eastern Models.
Whether you prefer steam or diesel, days-gone-by or modern-image, there is something
for everyone. Specialising in OO and N gauge modelling, Great Eastern Models offers a
comprehensive range of ready to run locomotives, rolling stock, scale building, scenic
products and accessories. Large stocks of both new and second hand railways for sale and
model railway collections always wanted for part exchange or cash. Pre-orders can be
taken for any models due to be released. Friendly family-run store selling at internet
prices. All the service - none of the hassle.

24.

Squires Model & Craft Tools.
Squires bring you their extensive stand displaying a wide range of Modelling Tools,
Materials and accessories for sale.

25.

IRMA Second-hand sales
Take your pick from hundreds of previously owned model railway items, from locomotives
to coaches, wagons to trackwork and lots LOTS more…. There’s a bargain or two to be
found today!

26.

Train Tech.
We offer a range of easy to use sound, lighting, signalling and control products for both
traditional DC and DCC Layouts. We are proud to design and manufacture everything in
Great Britain. Free brochure available on request.

27.

Lasercut Model Railways
Our fine scale laser cut railway models are easy to assemble using PVA glue and a few
tools. The parts fit accurately and easily together, with little adjustment being required
these kits are 7mm and 4mm. We are constantly extending our range to include models
representative of the different areas of the railway network. The kits are cut mainly from
MDF and birch plywood, with card being used where appropriate. Painting is
straightforward. Most types of paint are suitable and should be used over an acrylic
primer of the type available from car accessory shops. The finished product gives a
professional and realistic appearance which will enhance any type of layout.

28.

Freestone Models
Manufacturers, distributors and retailers of card and paper model kits, printed back
scene sheets and associated tools, materials and equipment.

29.

Scograil
The home of European outline model railways based at the Ipswich Model Railway
Centre on Tomline Road. Whatever your gauge see a wide variety of locomotives & rolling
stock from all the major brands including Roco, Fleischmann, Piko, Electotren, Arnold,
Jouef, Kato and many more. Visit Scograil.co.uk.

30.

BH Enterprises
A manufacturer and supplier of an extensive range of quality brass, whitemetal and
plastic N Gauge model railway kits, scenic items and accessories suitable for both modern
image and steam era layouts.
Whether you are creating & scenicing an N gauge model railway, any other scale model
railway or building a model scene for another purpose. BH Enterprises (BHE) is in the
position to supply a range of tools, scenic materials and electrical equipment for the
modelling/hobbyist world.

31.

Triang Through the Ages
The layout is in fact four layouts in one, Triang and Hornby models feature throughout.
Layout one is from Rovex 1950 to 1962 with standard and Series 3 track 1st type station
buildings and some of the Triang rubber buildings. Layout two is Triang TT scale layout,
layout three has Super 4 track and 2nd type station buildings with Triang model land
buildings. Along the back of the layout two shuttle trains run back and forth with later
Hornby products (up till the end of production in Margate). We can have 6 trains running
at the same time!

32.

Model Electronics Railway Group
MERG is an international, UK based group promoting interest in the application of
electronics & computers to all aspects of railway modelling. Founded in 1967, the Group’s
aim is to actively promote and advance the use of electronic and computer technology for
model railway operation, which is ideally suited to take advantage of these technologies,
and the application of electronics and computers can be used to good effect to add
enhanced features and realism to model railway operation.

33.

Rolvendon War & Peace (OO Gauge)
This layout is a faithful representation of Rolvenden’s 840ft. station yard on the Kent and
East Sussex Railway, as it was in the 1940s. All buildings with exception of the oasthouse are scratch-built using reference books and photographs.
Locomotives are prototypical - includes SER 0-6-0 ‘O1’ class and Wainwright 0-6-0T ‘P’
class, Stroudley A1/A1X Terriers including the (preserved) KESR Terrier ‘Bodiam,
Remodelled Deans Good locomotive to the War Department Specifications also includes
scratch-built rail-mounted gun.
Modellers licence has been exercised in placing the oasthouse adjacent to the railway line
and the hop garden to give

34.

South Town (OO Gauge)
The layout is loosely based around one of the stations at Yarmouth in the 50’s - 60’s era.
While we were unable to create Yarmouth South Town in its entirety, we do hope it
conveys the atmosphere of the East Anglian scene. It is a terminus station with engine
shed and carriage/transfer sidings. We operate a sequence based closely on the Summer
1959 passenger timetable with express services to and from Liverpool Street which were
split at Beccles with 5 coaches continuing to South Town. There are also local services to
and from Ipswich, Beccles and Lowestoft made up of push-pull sets, coaches of LNER and
GER heritage or early DMUs, especially the Wickhams units, always associated with this
area. In addition there are some freight movements between the docks and the goods
yard, including the Birds Eye container train which operated from its factory in
Yarmouth around this time. The locomotives operating the layout represent a selection of
those classes which were often to be seen in East Anglia in this period.

35.

Carrow Lane (N Gauge DCC Sound)
Set in the years between 1958 and 1964, Carrow Lane is a based on the outskirts of
Norwich on the Ely to Norwich Line. Set with the sidings of Colmans Mustard alongside,
the line has a wealth of traffic from mixed freight to express passenger workings hauled
by early Diesel classes and steam classes such as B1s and BR Standards.

We hope you have enjoyed our exhibition and have found plenty to interest you. Thank you very
much for attending.

I would like to thank the staff here at the school for their assistance and a very big thankyou to
the wives, partners families and friends of club members who have volunteered their support in
staffing the refreshment facility. How could we survive without you??

I would also like to express my sincere thanks to the Chairman and Management Committee of
IRMA for their continuing support, particularly Paul Morris who has compiled, edited and
published this guide as well as managing the website and social media platforms. Also a big
thank you to all the IRMA members who have willingly 'volunteered' their time and muscles to
help make this exhibition happen!

Special thanks to Trevor for his sterling work in placing road signs very early in the morning,
and to Derek for his coordination of all the catering facilities and food on offer for you here today.
A special note of thanks to the members of the Ipswich Model Engineers Society who brought us
their splendid models and track for the train rides.

We look forward to welcoming you at our exhibition next year which will be held here again on
9th November 2019. We also look forward to welcoming you to our regular free open days at our
Norfolk Road HQ throughout the year. The events diary is on page 5.

You are also very welcome to come along as a guest at our weekly meetings at the association HQ
in Norfolk Road. Join us on Tuesday evenings from 7pm to have a look round our premises, see
the static layouts being worked on, find out more about us and discover what we have to offer,
including a cup of tea/coffee! If you're interested, please talk to our people on the IRMA stand or
at the entrance desk.

You can also find out more by visiting our website www.irma.org.uk.

Have a safe journey home.

Peter Williamson
IRMA Exhibition Manager

